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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

The number of medical IoT devices is increasing rapidly: CT scanners, ECG devices, insulin pumps and other devices, which previously operated independently, are being interconnected with other
devices, now sharing patient data and/or uploading them to the
cloud. Medical IoT devices can create privacy and security risks for
patients, healthcare professionals, and the institutions that deploy
them. Previous security research has focused on software vulnerabilities in IoT devices, and how they could be exploited. This study
takes a broader security perspective, looking at security issues that
arise in the life cycle of IoT devices deployed in healthcare environments. We performed in-depth online interviews lasting over
1 hour (12 hours in total) with 𝑛 = 8 experts responsible for the
security of medical IoT devices in hospitals. They had on average
20 years of industry experience (IT and/or security), and spoke
from the experience of either in-hospital specialist, or as external
consultants that advise multiple hospitals on IT security. Our findings suggest that medical IoT devices are a security time bomb: the
inability to easily patch devices due to certification regulations, the
requirements of manufacturers to enable remote maintenance, and
the lack of qualified personnel and resources result in low levels of
security, even compared to general IT systems in hospitals (which
have been found to be vulnerable due to age and lack of security
expertise). More encouragingly, most participants reported that
awareness of hospital managers & manufacturers of these issues
has improved, following new legislation on IT security in hospitals
in Germany and the EU over the last two years. We conclude that
the security and privacy risks of medical IoT devices is currently
underestimated, and that a collaborative effort with manufacturers
and primary users (medical staff) will be required to create effective
processes for securing them.

Healthcare IT Security, Human-Centred Security, Interview Study,
IoT Security
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1

INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) devices are increasingly used in work and
home settings. The healthcare sector is one example where devices
are rapidly "going IoT" from individual devices (implants, respirators, infusion and insulin pumps) to larger equipment (such as
CT scanners and ECG monitors) [59]. These devices can connect
and communicate with each other, as well as external entities (e.g.
their manufacturers), thus creating a complex system of interconnected devices that can automatize processes like data analysis and
evaluation [51]. The security of healthcare IoT devices is critical
to patient safety. As part of Project 392 "Manipulation of medical
devices (ManiMed)", the German Federal Office for Information
Security (BSI) conducted an IT security assessment of ten relevant
interconnected medical devices to showcase the current state of
IoT security in healthcare and raise awareness of potential security
challenges [59]. Over 150 security vulnerabilities, primarily within
the accompanying infrastructure of the IoT devices, were identified.
Many of of these vulnerabilities are unintentional - absent or weak
access control and design and implementation and configuration errors may occur because the manufacturers or component suppliers
do not follow secure development practices [13]. In one prominent
case, vulnerabilities that could have impacted children’s privacy
and safety were found in a toy doll [10]. Some vulnerabilities identified are suspected to have been intentional, to enable access to
data from deployed devices.
This study aimed to investigate the extent to which privacy and
security issues associated with medical IoT devices exist and what
security practices are currently implemented. We interviewed IT
professionals who have worked in the healthcare sector about the
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challenges they have experienced in relation to IoT devices, and how
they have managed them during at different stages (procurement,
integration, maintenance and in use). We decided to specifically
ask IT professionals in hospitals because they have a broader understanding of security and privacy challenges in this environment,
and are best suited to identify the new challenges that these devices
create. We consider every connected medical device as a medical
IoT device, and focused on the following research question:

Gutfleisch et al.

widely practiced, with billions of $ being spent globally on security
awareness campaigns and training, yet they are largely ineffective
[7] Sasse et al., highlight that security awareness campaigns in the
healthcare sector often only warn of risks and exhort staff to "be
aware", but lack concrete instructions on secure behaviours[55]. A
common misconception is that increasing usability lowers security,
but the fact is that unusable security is never effective, because
users do not adopt it, and/or make mistakes even when they try
[25, 50]. This challenge is amplified in the healthcare sector because
time to access medical devices is critical to effective treatment, so
cumbersome security measures can put lives at risk [11, 63]

2.3
2

RELATED WORK & BACKGROUND

There is a growing body of related work on IoT benefits and security
issues.

2.1

IoT: Applications and Benefits

IoT technology has been implemented in various sectors: retail [12],
smart transportation [62], agriculture [22], healthcare [30] and
others [57]. IoT-based healthcare systems can provide enhanced
monitoring of patients’ health, deliver treatment in a more targeted
way, and provide centralized electronic storage of patient records.
Centralized storage allows healthcare providers to access those
records whenever it is needed, irrespective of where data was initially recorded, and enables more efficient analysis of patient data
[4, 16]. Such systems also improve evaluation of patient data and
reduce the chances of significant developments in patient health
being missed, because regular automated analyses of the data can
identify major shifts, or actionable test results that are sometimes
missed by physicians [15, 32]. IoT devices like context motion tracking and Implantable Medical Devices also allow for continuous
remote health monitoring [48, 49], which is especially beneficial for
chronically ill patients [34, 48]. The devices offer early detection of
possible medical issues or emergency situations, and generally improve quality of life for those patients. The storage, processing and
analysis of health data can be made more efficient and accessible
using mobile health applications that transmit data to cloud servers
[21, 38, 48]. There is also a financial advantage in using IoT-enabled
devices by allowing patients to monitor their own health status and
consult doctors only when necessary, reducing costly emergency
room visits and hospitalizations [21, 24].

2.2

Usable Security

Usable security refers to security measures that account for the
human factors involved – a device or network’s security must
be compatible with the behaviors of anyone using it, and thus
effectively integrated into the community it is designed for [35, 54].
In the context of healthcare, there are two sides to usability: (1)
healthcare professionals (doctors, nurses, therapists, etc.) and (2)
patients [39]. Some approaches to increasing security usability
include automation (implementing security measures that do not
require user intervention), developing user interfaces based on
with users’ mental models, and teaching users about security risks
and correct security practices [14, 61]. The latter in particular is

Laws & Regulations

The German Medical Devices Act (German: Medizinproduktegesetz,
short: MPG) regulates what devices are approved for use in healthcare, and provides requirements for their handling [17]. Most diagnostic tools and treatment units found in hospitals fall under
this act – including medical IoT devices. Before a device receives
approval under the MPG, it undergoes a long certification process
that scrutinizes both hardware and software. All changes to the
device, including the software, usually have to be re-certified. The
MPG also requires a party to be designated responsible for each
product (in most cases, this is the manufacturer). For every medical IoT device this responsible party has to create a risk analysis,
including every network interface. In the MPG’s most recent revision in 2020, multiple IT security specific requirements were added,
such as that manufacturers have to develop software to ensure
the proper functioning of the medical device. Most hospitals in
Germany are considered critical infrastructure, thus fall under the
KRITIS act [18]. As such, hospitals must report all major IT security incidents, so that members of the public - including current
or potential patients - can check the number and severity of IT
security incidents in a hospital. (Public and private sector organisations in Germany that are not KRITIS are not required to report
such incidents.) All German hospitals are also required to report
any security and privacy incident that affect user (patient) data,
under the legislation of the EU GDPR. The 2020 Hospital Futures
Act (German: Krankenhauszukunftsgesetz, short: KHZG) dedicates
substantial funding from the federal government to improve IT
security standards in German hospitals [19].

2.4

Known Problems Regarding IoT in the
Healthcare Sector

Security and Data Privacy. IoT devices have been shown to contain vulnerabilities that can be exploited by attackers or other unauthorized users[5, 56] and potentially jeopardize patient safety [45].
For example, wireless insulin pumps used by diabetic patients can
be remotely manipulated, e.g. to deliver a fatal overdose [23, 27].
Patients can also be victims of identity theft if hackers exploit
sensitive patient data to create a fake ID [1], for instance, to obtain medication for resale [2]. Whilst in IT security such risks are
often managed by making users aware and proscribing certain behaviours, IoT data can be attacked at any stage - from the device to
the network to the cloud [21, 40].
Trust. [31, 51] Medical professionals and patients report reluctance or even unwillingness to use medical IoT devices, due to
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Figure 1: Study procedure.
low trust in their functionality and the accuracy of the transmitted
medical data. Hui et al. [29] interviewed a total of 12 patients and
12 clinicians about their perceived trust in medical IoT devices, and
report patients had low confidence that the system could operate
without disruption and errors.
Interoperability. IoT devices’ ability to connect and communicate
with each other is not a given, but must be actively ensured during
manufacturing which is challenging due to lacking and changing
standards and technology as well as cost constraints [51]. Poor
interoperability complicates the management and integration of
large amounts of heterogeneous data [42, 46].
Data Quality. Good medical decisions need high-quality data,
i.e. that is "fit for use" [58] and fulfills certain criteria including
accuracy, validity, timeliness, and completeness [41]. Data collected
and transmitted via IoT technology always bears the risk of being
inaccurate or incomplete due to noise, data leakage and outliers
[3, 6]. This can lead to interpretation errors and poor treatment
choices.

3

METHODOLOGY

We conducted eight interviews with highly experienced IT professionals from the healthcare sector. Prior to interviews, all participants filled out a pre-questionnaire for demographic data collection
and scheduling purposes. Our study process is illustrated in figure
1. In section 3.1 we describe how we developed, piloted and structured the interview guide and the pre-questionnaire. The following
sections discuss participant recruitment (3.2), the analysis process
(3.3) and study ethics/data protection (3.4).

3.1

Interview Guide & Procedure

In this section we describe the development of the interview guide,
the interview guide’s structure and the interview procedure. The
final interview guide and pre-questionnaire can be found in the
appendix (B).
Instrument Development. The interview guide was created in
multiple steps. First, five researchers collected candidate interview
questions to elicit the information required to answer our research
question. From the candidate questions, three researchers made an
initial selection of the most applicable questions during collaborative sessions. Those questions were then categorised and similar
questions were removed. We wanted participants to discuss specific examples from their careers and further guide participants
through the different stages of the IoT life cycle. As categories fully

emerged, we added additional questions that helped gain a deeper
understanding of a participant’s real-life example. We piloted the interview guide with one participant from the professional healthcare
sector. We did not make any subsequent changes and, as our pilot
candidate satisfied recruiting criteria, we included this participant
in our final sample.
Pre-Questionnaire. All demographic and other quantitative questions were included in the pre-questionnaire filled out by participants prior to each interview for the purpose of conserving time.
The questionnaire also included a date scheduling feature to make
scheduling the interview easy for participants. We also provided
an online and downloadable version of our consent form at the
beginning of the questionnaire.
Interview Guide Structure. The interview guide started with a
short warm-up phase, in which we resolved any of the participant’s queries regarding data protection or the interview in general.
The remaining guide is divided into five categories: The first three
(Procurement, Integration & Maintenance, Usage) aim to guide the
participant through various stages of the IoT life cycle. The next
category (Attitudes) contains questions that focus on the participants’ opinions of, attitudes towards, and hopes for the interplay
between usability and security as well as security related to medical
IoT devices. Finally, the interview guide contains two last questions
asking whether the participant has anything to add or would like to
discuss a specific topic to conclude the interview. The full interview
guide can be found in appendix (B).
Interview Procedure. We sent a link to the pre-questionnaire to
interested participants. The first part of the pre-questionnaire provided information about the research institute, participant rights
and how participant data would be handled. After answering demographic questions, participants could select a desired interview
date. At the time of the interview we first answered any questions
about the consent form and addressed any concerns or discomforts. We used a common video conference tool for all interviews
and captured all audio tracks locally on the interviewer’s machine.
Seven interviews were conducted in German and one in English.
All interviews were conducted by the same researcher.

3.2

Recruiting

We wanted to recruit IT professionals with insights into the problems and challenges in the professional healthcare sector. We recruited participants who work(ed) either as IT professionals in
hospitals or as IT consultants for hospitals. We recruited via e-mail,
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phone and social media (LinkedIn). The response rate was very
low. We contacted 239 facilities, meaning individuals, hospitals or
clinics (with the majority being individuals). Of the 239 facilities,
66 were from Germany, 17 were from England, and 156 were from
America. In total, 20 facilities responded - 18 from Germany and
two from America. Ultimately, only eight individuals participated
in the study. The other 12 respondents did not express interest after
the first contact. Every participant was offered a 40 Euro Amazon
Voucher as compensation for their time. Two participants declined
the voucher.

3.3

Analysis

We used Kuckartz et al. as as a guide for creating our codebook
[37]. For the whole coding process we used the qualitative analysis
software MAXQDA. Our analysis process is displayed in figure 2.
Initially, three researchers each independently created a deductive
preliminary codebook based on the interview guide. Subsequently,
five interviews were split among the three researchers and each iteratively expanded their own codebook. Next, over multiple sessions,
the three coders merged and summarized their distinct codebooks.
The final codebook consisted of 16 codes and is illustrated in table 2.
The categories Procurement, Integration & Maintenance and Usage
were coded every time a coding from other categories clearly fell
into one of the three phases. MAXQDA helped identify correlations
among coded references, helping us to better understand coded
statements in the context of the IoT life cycle and to support our
further analysis. The first coder was assigned six interviews, the
second one seven and the third one two interviews to code. We
made sure during the assignment of the interviews that each interview was coded twice at the end. Two researchers started with
coding the same two interviews, to check whether the code system
worked, or if it required changes. As this worked well, we adopted
the code system. Each researcher summarized longer coded references and developed individual memos to further enhance each
individual coder’s as well as the group’s common understanding of
the data. Finally we merged all coded references and summaries.
Qualitative mythologists assert that the value of multiple coding
iterations by different coders lies in the process rather than the
product. Involving multiple coders is important to identify themes
and disagreements contributing to the qualitative analysis of the
data and to stimulate critical conversations, but focusing on statistics such as inter-rater reliability can actually be detrimental to the
qualitative nature of the study. In accordance with this, the coding
process was highly collaborative, but the inter-coder reliability was
not calculated [8, 43].

3.4

Ethics & Data Protection

Our institution did not have an institutional review board (IRB)
nor an ethics review board (ERB) for security research. We adhered
to German and EU privacy laws and conducted the study after a
consultation with a data protection officer of our institution. Our
consent form is compliant with the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and covered all information usually needed
for a US IRB approval. Participants were informed that participation
was voluntary and that they could stop at any time and ask their
data not to be used, without giving a reason. Within the consent
form we also specified that we would only evaluate de-identified
data and only publish aggregate data and de-identified quotes. For
that reason, we abstracted some of the job descriptions reported by
the participants. All participants consented to our data collection,
data processing and publication strategy. At the beginning of each
interview we deliberately resolved any remaining questions participants had. After transcribing the recorded interviews we destroyed
the audio files.

4

RESULTS

In this section we first report the demographic data, and then
present the key findings from the interviews in various categories:
Technical factors 4.2, organizational factors 4.3, manufacturers &
security 4.4 and laws & regulations 4.5.

4.1

Demographics

We interviewed eight participants, seven men and one woman,
all from Germany, aged from 30 to 58 years. Their industry experience ranged from five to 32 years, with an average industry
experience of 19,3 years. Our participants had a high level of education: Three participants had a vocational degree, three participants
a master’s/diploma and two participants a PhD. To protect our
participants’ identities we abstracted the reported job titles. Three
interviewees were IT consultants, meaning they worked for hospitals; three interviewees were Internal IT, meaning they worked in
hospitals; and two interviewees had worked in the hospital setting
in the past.
Table 1: Demographic Data of our participants.
Gender
Age [years]
Industry Experience [years]
Education

Male
Min.
Mean
Min
Mean
Vocational Education
Master / Diploma

7
30
46,4
5
19,3
3
3

Female
Max.

1
58

Max

32

PhD

2
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4.2

Technical Factors

4.2.1 Patch & Update Process. Most software updates are automatically and regularly deployed, but participants agreed that update
and patch processes are more complicated for certified medical
products. Participant 2, for instance reported that he set up a temporary VPN connection to allow the manufacturer to update the
product - IT staff were not allowed to update the product because
the server was also classified as a medical product and therefore
the responsibility lies with the manufacturer. In this example a
remote update was possible, but other participants reported having
IoT systems that are updated manually - either by the manufacturers, who sends their own technicians, or by hospital-internal
medical technicians. When participant 6 was asked who he thought
was responsible for updating and patching medical systems, he
answered that it varies: depending on the current service contracts,
the organizational structure, and the size of the hospital, updates
are deployed by a(n) (intern) service technician, IT staff, a specialized
department or the client service partner. “[...] I don’t think you can give
a general answer. Must be individually - There is [someone responsible for
updating and patching] in each hospital but it can be organized differently
in each hospital.” — [P6]. Participant 8 elaborated that the update and
patch process may also be unable to take place in certain cases: “In
the hospitals in which it is probably hardly regulated, it [update/patch processes] also does not take place. Unless it results from some service technician’s
presence.” — [P6]. Participant 5 mentioned that - as devices become
smaller, more needs to be done by the IT department: “The smaller
the devices become, the more this work is shifted to in-house IT. [...]” — [P5].

Two participants noted challenges of software updates beyond IT
security - they can interfere with device functionality: “Yes, but one

regularly experiences that a large company [...] installs software updates [...]
and then interfaces do not work, where there is absolutely a causality to be seen,
because it no longer works after the restart of the system, after the integration
of the new software.” — [P3]. One participant reported that they set

up a system to test updates in advance, to ensure they would not
interrupt the system, because such interruptions can cause related
processes to halt and be potentially life-threatening.
The update process varies from device to device and is influenced by structural factors. In many cases the process happens
manually and is a challenging procedure for the involved parties.

4.2.2 Outdated Systems. All participants reported that many medical systems are outdated, and that medical IT as a whole lags far
behind technology used in other fields: “Medical technology is often
far behind, the devices have old software, still [MS] XP or so.” — [P1]. One
participant even asserted that seeing [MS] Windows 10 on devices
would “be blatantly state of the art, if that would be supported by any manufacturer” — [P7]. He further explained that older operating systems
are still prevalent: “So, of course, older operating systems will continue to
be rolled out as the standard or state of the art, and you have to deal with
that in the hospital.” — [P7]. Participant 3 described a related problem.

They were supplied with devices containing [MS] Windows 10, but
the manufacturer already announced that they would not provide
future updates to a newer version. If the device’s lifetime of 5-6
years is taken into account, this is troublesome from the participant’s point of view: “We know that [MS] Windows 10 is actually being
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phased out right now and that we have a half-life that is certainly still 5-6
years for the hardware. But [the manufacturer] has already announced that
no more operating systems will be made available for this device.” — [P3].

He explained that it is not easy for a manufacturer to upgrade an
operating system because this would require re-certification of the
device - which is time-consuming and expensive: “That’s why manu-

facturers often go through this process for only one operating system version.
Only if it is a device that has an extremely long service life, then perhaps
another control unit with a more modern operating system is added.” — [P3].

One participant further elaborated that it is likely one will find old
operating systems in nearly all hospitals, and that many of them
think that there are no risks associated with older systems: “It must

still be assumed that there are certainly quite a few [devices with outdated
operating systems] and many hospitals that have almost no networked medical
technology at all and accordingly still assume that a Windows RT computer,
which makes the image visualization on the ultrasound device, presents no
risk at all” — [P1].

According to our participants, old systems are typical in hospitals and it can generally be assumed at the time of purchase
that the lifetime of a medical device will exceed the duration
of the software support. Devices are often in use for several
operating system generations.
4.2.3 Compatibility. Seven participants mentioned interoperability problems - between older and newer devices, and between different manufacturers. Default protocols like the HL71 or DICOM2 do
exist, but the implementation and maintenance of device interfaces
in practice poses challenges. The lifetime of some devices exceeds
a decade and incompatibility problems with new devices, protocols,
technologies and security standards arise: “An ultrasound device has, I
don’t know, 5-6 years of service life, seven years of service life, an X-ray system
has 15 to 25 years of service life, so that there are often technological leaps
in the devices that are replaced.[...]” — [P3]. The compatibility between

different manufacturers in terms of installation and integration of
IoT devices was frequently mentioned as a major problem. Market
leaders develop their own interpretations of interfaces, which also
impacts security: “[...] I would say that each manufacturer is actually its

own world and has its own security concepts, its own architecture, its own interfaces, and its own networking ideas.[...]” — [P7]. Furthermore, the secure

configuration of devices using the previously mentioned protocols
seems to be rather unusable: “The DICOM interfaces are really absolutely
standardized. If you have three communication parameters and you configure
them on the devices, maybe there are security settings that have to be set on
the individual devices with this parameter.” — [P3].

Standardised medical IoT protocols do not effectively prevent
incompatibility of outdated interfaces and non-transparent
solutions provided by different manufacturers, problems that
ultimately pose a risk to security.
4.2.4 Primary Security Mitigation: Network Separation. All eight
participants employed network separation to prevent security incidents involving medical IoT devices. Such separation works by
(I) fully isolating IoT devices from the internet and (II) connecting
1 https://www.hl7.org/,

acccessed July 09. 2022
accessed July 09. 2022

2 https://www.dicomstandard.org/,
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the IoT devices in an independent network, separate from the ITnetwork. This strict separation was primarily employed to ensure
security and data privacy (in accordance with the GDPR): “We have

regards to if IoT devices are, by any means, protected against direct unauthorized access (see also section 4.3.3): Participant 1, for
example, reported that logins are not always required: “There are

to make sure that we integrate it [the IoT device] into the network in such
a way that a connection from the outside is as difficult as possible or even
impossible” — [P2]. The participants openly reported that separation

devices, such as sonographic devices, that you turn on and there is no user
login.” — [P1]. Participant 3 reported the same, adding that patient
data is accessible without authentication: “So you don’t usually have to
log in to a sonographic device to take actions there, to retrieve patient lists.” —
[P3]. On other devices, however, a login is required: “Blood glucose
monitors, you have to log in with a username, person-related. Then there are
devices, historically older devices, which are password protected but there is
just a password for everyone.” — [P1].

is the primary mitigation strategy against attacks on outdated and
vulnerable IoT devices and that there seems to be no practical alternative, even if this approach hinders usability: “It’s more likely that
things are outdated and no longer meet security requirements, and the devices
are then isolated in their own virtual LAN. In times of digitalization, this is
bad, because then you have to print it [results from diagnostic measurements]
and scan it. [. . . ] You are just forced to – You either have to use analogue
media or you are forced to buy a new product, to update data or to change
to another manufacturer.” — [P1]. Network separation conflicts with

the requirements of manufacturers who want to have a permanent
connection to the devices to gather data and perform remote updates/maintenance: “The manufacturers usually don’t like this [the network
separation], because of course they would like to have access to these devices
even after they have been installed in the hospital. Many also require that the
device send data to them as well – patient data. [...]” — [P5].

It seems that manufacturers are winning the argument. One
participant observed that the formerly strict stance on network
separation has been softening, with hospitals allowing more and
more remote access:“Typically, hospitals rarely or never granted access
to the network outside, or if they did, then only on request. However, the
whole thing changed somewhat during my working time. [...]” — [P2]. The

participants also had thoughts on how to minimize attacks from
within the hospital. They believe that the IoT devices are, to some
degree, protected against direct access: “[...] Such a system [IoT device]
is not placed on the floor. Access to the devices is to some degree restricted and
so you don’t have big problems.” — [P3]. One participant also mentioned

that even the usage of flash drives to transfer data from IoT devices
is prohibited and blocked by devices: “[...] no one comes to an MPG

[person responsible for medical devices] with a USB stick that has not been
released by us, plugs it in and downloads data or sends data to it.[...]” — [P5].

To mitigate the danger posed by outdated and vulnerable IoT
devices, all eight participants reported that the separation of
IoT devices into their own networks – without internet access
– is common. The multitude of usability problems must yield
to this mitigation strategy.
4.2.5 Unprotected Patient Data. The participants mentioned problems with the handling of patient data stored on and processed by
IoT devices. Sometimes patient data is not correctly deleted, and is
left accessible to other personnel that should not have access: “The
blood pressure monitor you plug in normally via USB, access the data carrier,
get the data and if the doctor forgot to delete the data from the last patient,
then you have everything.” — [P4]. In some cases an IoT device does not
work until certain personal information is added: “You can’t get the
blood pressure monitor to work if you don’t transfer all the patient data to
the blood pressure monitor beforehand, because the report is then generated
from it [...]” — [P4]. This adds to the reports that patient data is, in
multiple cases, stored locally on the IoT devices: “The person using
the device must first identify the patient, e.g. get the data from the device
to see which patient it is.” — [P5]. Participant experiences varied with

Sometimes sensitive patient data is stored on medical IoT
devices without protection against unauthorized access.

4.3

Organizational Factors

4.3.1 Responsibility. Participants mentioned many stakeholders in
the hospital environment responsible for IoT security: medical departments, medical technicians, IT, manufacturers, management, a
cyber defense center (from an external provider), users, law makers
& regulators. Participants did not have a unified opinion as to who
is responsible for IoT Security. Four participants argued that the
management is responsible: “Look at the very top, it’s him or her. He or
she bears the responsibility, can’t delegate it, can only delegate the tasks, and
in the end has to bear the responsibility and take the rap, and many people
don’t realize that.” — [P4]. One participant reported that everyone is
responsible in some form or another: “All of them. There are areas that
have this on their business card or in their signature, but security is something
that everyone has to implement and shape, just like data protection, just like
hygiene in a hospital. [...]” — [P7]. Five participants mentioned that the
responsibility is often passed between stakeholders: “The problem I see
here is that current security concepts are usually broken down to the last and
weakest link, in the example we just had ’The nurse who wants to do her job’.
” — [P2]. One participant even stated that everyone has the responsibility, but excluded himself in the very next sentence:“Everyone is
responsible for security. The more you know about it, the more responsible you
are, I would say. My current role is basically just integration. In this respect, I
am hardly responsible for security at all.” — [P2]. Two participants also

reported security problems caused by the fear of taking responsibility, with the manufacturer of IoT devices as an example: “The
whole thing then also leads to many manufacturers saying: "No, we’d rather
use Windows, then at least we know who is to blame". Which doesn’t mean
that we have a higher security in the end, maybe even a higher vulnerability
[...] ” — [P2]. The distribution of responsibility also differed based on

the size and sophistication of the organization. One organization,
for example, had a dedicated cyber defense center: “[...] and we have
a cyber defense center. A cyber defense center that is responsible for all our
hospitals, [...] ” — [P1].

It is not clear who is responsible for the security of IoT devices
in hospitals. The responsibility varies based on the size and
sophistication of the organization. Oftentimes, a "diffusion of
responsibility" occures.
4.3.2 Resources. Six participants explicitly mentioned that they
either do not have the resources for security or that they have
experienced cases where a hospital did not have enough resources
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for IT security: “Resources or personnel resources is basically a problem in
hospitals. There are certainly exceptions to this, if you take large university
hospitals [...] ” — [P5]. One participant even witnessed hospitals in
which “In some cases, I have seen IT departments assigned to janitors.” —
[P2]. Contrarily, one participant, who works in a larger hospital,

mentioned that resources are sufficient for security at his employer.
The hospital he works for has a dedicated security operation center:

“ [...] Yes, we will definitely get enough resources. Even now with the KHZG,
Hospital Future Act. You get subsidies, something is already coming, yes. I think
people have recognized that. Late, but it was recognized.” — [P1]. Participant
3 added: “In the past resources for IT was clearly an economic problem. Because
the upgrading on the hospital side with necessary protection mechanisms was
simply not financed, only a few hospitals had an understanding of this.” — [P3].

The same participant compared an IT department in business to an
IT department in hospitals: “You will quickly find that an IT employee is
responsible for 20, 30 users or so. In a hospital environment, an IT employee
is responsible for 100 to 150 users,[...] ” — [P4]. When participant 7 was

asked whether he received enough resources at his former employer
(10 years ago) for security, he laughed and explained that this is
still a problem today: “No [Laughs] [...] Of course, this is also an important
point that has not yet been implemented in such an ideal way.” — [P7].

The technical staff in hospitals is rather sparse and has to take
care of a large number of different systems. Larger hospitals
seem to be better equipped, although this may vary from case
to case.

4.3.3 User Security Behaviour & Attitudes. In German hospitals, a
shortage of medical staff (doctors, nurses and others) leads to most
feeling they have insufficient time to discharge their primary task patient care. Thus, it is not surprising that time-consuming security
tasks will be bypassed [36]. Our participants report that the security
mechanisms for most IoT devices are circumvented because they
are not usable, so medical staff’s compliance budget is exhausted
quickly compliance budget [9]. The most mentioned examples are
shared accounts and passwords written down on devices: “Passwords,
shared passwords, passwords that are written under the keyboard, passwords
that are passed on, computers that are not locked [...].” — [P6]. Participant 1

explicitly noted that auto log out procedures directly oppose the
primary task of medical staff, but still criticized the (necessary)
circumvention: “In the hospitals every day stress, people have little time
[...] people document with someone else’s account, someone has locked their
password and doesn’t have time to call IT and just use a colleague’s account.
That’s commonplace, unfortunately.” — [P1]. Security measures designed

for IT environments do not necessarily work in a hospital, e.g.
because medical personnel needs to wear medical gloves: “Classic
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policies. Everywhere on every [IoT] device I need a password with upper and
lower case letters, numbers, special characters, at least 10 digits.” — [P4].

The time pressure on medical staff leads to the circumvention
of security rules, e.g. in the form of account sharing, password
memos on devices and log out prevention. The participants
partially express an understanding for this behaviour, but
blame the medical staff or the security personal for such practices.
4.3.4 Security Incidents. When asked about specific security incidents that had occurred, five participants reported that either no
security incidents had occurred or that they were not significant:
“So as I said, no direct real critical incident that I know of. Everything has been
smooth so far. ” — [P3]. Two participants noted that it was by sheer
luck serious incidents had not happened: “[...]All that protected them
from a possible attack is once the fact that probably no motivated attacker was
there. Luck.[...] ” — [P2]. When asked about the likelihood of security

incidents in the future, six participants reported that it was very
likely: “I think that is very high, probably. ” — [P8]. One participant described incidents that had taken place in other organizations. Two
participants noted that external security incidents helped create a
sense of urgency and awareness in their internal management: “
Recently, we have had a relatively large number of discussions with management, where it is very important because they have seen it in the environment.
Especially these ransomware attacks, which we see massively in the economy
but also in the hospital environment [...]. Yes, it is leading many people to
think about it now. People are not stupid. They haven’t had this on their radar
yet [...]” — [P4].

Security incidents with IoT devices either have not occurred
within the organizations of the participants or were not notable. Still, participants asserted that incidents have been
avoided by luck and are very likely to arise in the future.

4.4

Manufacturers & Security

Participant 1 mentioned the Log4J vulnerability [52], and explained
that only one or two manufacturers reported independently on this.
This was the only time the participant felt supported in terms of
security by the manufacturer: “So actively supported not, no. I don’t know
now, except for the one thing where a manufacturer once wrote to me about
a security gap: "You have the Log4J gap" [...]. ” — [P2]. He also explained

that the security department had to scan all devices in the network
and report the findings to the manufacturers. Participant 4 also
expressed that the IT department typically initiated conversations
with the manufacturer: “[...] It is often the other way around, that an

the security personnel accountable for unusable security and bad
password policies: “Security measures cost extra time, cost extra care, I

internal test somehow reveals that the big device still runs on a completely old
operating system, and then you get into arguments with the manufacturers.
” — [P4]. Some manufacturers lag behind the state-of-the-art and sell
outdated systems: “An example of this is when a system is shipped with
Windows XP. However, if the manufacturer has certified that the system is
harmless, the managing director has often told the data protection officer in the
last instance: "If [the manufacturer] says so, then there are no concerns. ” — [P3].

have to take a special step. Sometimes the security measures are not even
feasible. These are very bad security measures, because they erode the entire
system. But IT security people are not afraid to demand security measures that
are simply banal and far too complicated. The famous example is password

larger and more well-known the group is, the less they get this table back.

methods with RFID cards, fingerprints and the like... These are things that
you would classify as usable, but which also have a high level of security.
However, such procedures are often not available in the environments because
they have areas where they work with gloves.” — [P3]. Participant 4 holds

The same participant also explained that they ask manufacturers
to provide information the IT department needs to manage the
device effectively, but rarely receive all requested information: “ The
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Even on request, partly only rudimentary filled out. ” — [P3]. Participant 5

that it puts on organizations and manufacturers. However, the
certification process of IoT devices can hinder the mitigation
of security issues

explained that they try to test new systems before integration, but
that they are limited by the manufacturers: “ Apart from the fact that in
most cases we can’t look into the programming in detail, we can only ask the
usual questions and get a description of what specific software on the server
does.” — [P5]. Three participants mentioned that manufacturers are

interested in receiving and processing patient data. Furthermore,
the usage of cloud services was described as challenging in the past:
“That was still a very difficult topic, because many medical technology device
manufacturers also offer these cloud services for corresponding evaluations,
for corresponding benchmarking, for error analyses. This has not been possible
until now.” — [P7].

It is often difficult to obtain all necessary technical information
from manufacturers and much remains ambiguous, especially
with regard to security. Additionally, manufacturers have a
heightened interest in obtaining and processing patient data.

4.5

Laws & Regulations

Generally, the laws regarding IT security in healthcare were described as having a positive impact. First, regulations put pressure
on the organizations themselves, as participant 5 said: “Due to the
IT Security Act 2.0 and the KHZG, they are now forced to think more intensively about this [IT security] and that is also the reason why everyone,
most hospitals at least, are now looking for people who can work in this area.
[...] ” — [P5]. Second, regulations put pressure on the manufacturers, as participant 6 described: “In the case of medical devices, we have
the Medicine Device Regulation, which of course also requires corresponding
safety and security queries. Within the framework of the MDR and the BSI,
there are corresponding questionnaires, safety questionnaires, which the manufacturers should observe and which, I say, must be available as a minimum
standard.” — [P6]. Two participants mentioned the KRITIS regulation
and its positive impact it has on security: “[...] For the first time, a much
higher level of awareness has emerged. On all sides. Because the hospitals
now also have a possibility to demand this safety and can now also exert a
certain market pressure, because we can now say: "You do not fulfill legal
requirements and therefore your product is no longer included in the selection"[...].” — [P3]. Three participants also said that employees who

operate such devices now have to undergo mandatory trainings. As
participant 1 described:“[...] there is, for example, in the Medical Devices

Ordinance that every employee who uses such a product must be trained, for
example.[...]” — [P1]. Contracts with the manufacturer were described

by three participants as an important part of the relationship, to
guarantee the technical support of the devices. Participant 5 noted:
“Most hospitals go for this maintenance contract anyway and always, because
then you have the possibility to get or secure the support of the manufacturer
directly if any errors occur.” — [P5]. Even though legal constraints were

seen to be positive overall, the certification of IoT devices was seen
as a constraint for security by four participants: “ [...][the manufacturers] say: "Well, we are not allowed to change anything, because the moment
we change a component and that would also be, for example, an operating
system update, we would have to re-certify. We would lose our certification
and that is not possible at this point".” — [P6].

Participants generally had a positive view of the laws and regulations regarding security in healthcare, noting the pressure

5

DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss our findings and provide recommendations for industry and academia.

5.1

Factors Impacting Security

In response to our research question, we have identified various
factors that influence the security of medical IoT devices, which
often impact other aspects of security in hospitals.
Missing Security Transparency. Manufacturers frequently fail to
provide sufficient information about what data is transmitted and
how the technology works. Even when contacting manufacturers,
many inquiries remain unanswered and the procurement proceeds.
Therefore, hospital IT staff have to trust manufacturer statements
since they cannot check what exactly is being transmitted. That
leads some IT staff to seal devices off as best as they can (see 4.2.4
and 5.3) - a problem that has also been identified by IoT research
in other sectors [16]. Even within the hospital many processes are
unclear because the responsibility for maintenance and integration
is divided between different departments (IT, medical technicians,
security) and they do not always collaborate (see 4.3.1).
Long, diverse & chaotic maintenance processes. We noticed substantial difference in processes around medical IoT devices. Responsibility for updates was assigned to IT, medical technology or even
the manufacturer, depending on the device, staffing levels and staff
expertise. There is no central register that keeps track of which devices need to be updated, and when. One participant even reported
that updates are carried out almost weekly (mostly deployed locally
by medical technicians or the manufacturer), and IT usually only
notices the consequences (see 4.2.1). The lack of a standard process
for a single security task (updating) means there is a high potential
for error, and/or the job not being done at all. If updates are carried
out by the manufacturer or service partners, the competence should
be higher, but it tends to delay the task being done. This can then
lead to systems being outdated (see 4.2.2 and 5.1). In the example of
the log4J vulnerability [52], where thousands of devices deployed in
hospitals were affected, only one participant mentioned the hospital
being actively approached by the manufacturer about it. The IT
department, on the other hand, found many more systems vulnerable to log4J and needed to actively contact the manufacturers for
feedback. Furthermore, the replacement of defective devices also
involves an increased risk, as patient data may still remain on the
devices, and network interfaces must also be adapted accordingly.
Devices may be send back to the manufacturer, service partner or
resold elsewhere.
Outdated Systems. Outdated operating systems (e.g. systems running still Windows XP) and unpatched IoT devices are common
and were reported by all participants. There are a multitude of
reasons for this: (I) The End-of-life > End-of-Service for devices
used for more than a decade. (II) Updates are often not provided by
the manufacturers, since some updates require a full re-certification
of the device, following the MP act [17]. That process is lengthy
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and the MP act does not seem to accommodate modern software
requirements. (III) If updates are provided, they cannot easily be
applied due to the mitigation strategy for most medical IoT devices
(see also 5.3). Additionally the update strategy and the responsible
party varies by device, often prolonging time until the update can
be completely deployed.
Limited Resources. IT departments in hospitals are understaffed
more often than not, which leaves a small number of individuals to
maintain a multitude of applications and networks. Small hospitals
and practices struggle to a larger degree due to more limited funds.
We even heard of a case where the janitor was, at the same time,
to carry out the duties of the IT department. This, of course, has
a significant impact on security, as many participants reported
that manufacturers’ support often stops at the network jack on the
wall, and the IT department is responsible for everything after. We
also heard that servers for medical IoT devices must sometimes be
deployed by the IT staff. Cloud technologies, as typically known
from the IoT environment, also exist in the medical sector, but
the participants expressed criticism here with regard to security
and data protection. Lack of competence and understaffing of IT
personnel may lead to security and privacy problems.
(Usable) Security Awareness. Functionality and safety of medical
IoT devices is (understandably) more important to manufacturers,
medical technicians and hospital management than IT security [16].
It is only since a change in the MP act in 2020 that the stakeholder
really consider the topic of IT security. So far it is unclear what
practical implications this greater awareness has. When it comes
to the medical staff we are unable to make a statement about their
security awareness based on our data: Yes, the staff circumvent
security, but only to fulfill their duties. We cannot say whether they
are aware of the risks posed by their behaviour.

5.2

Major Incident Reports

While most participants reported some security and privacy incidents (like unsecured patient data not deleted from devices and
local infections via flash drives), none of them reported a major
incident that occurred during their career involving medical IoT devices. One explanation for this could be that medical IoT devices in
hospitals are not a worthwhile target,3 or that the security strategy
of isolating IoT devices from the internet is effective against remote
attackers. As the Russian war against Ukraine in 2022 showed, the
first explanation may be plausible in times of peace, but hospitals
and their medical IoT devices are vulnerable targets in times of
war.4 As always, there is also the possibility that participants did
not want to admit that major incidents happened.

5.3

Consequences & Risks of Current
Mitigation Strategies

All participants reported that the full isolation of IoT devices from
the internet and/or separation in own network segments is the
most common mitigation strategy. Such isolation has a negative
3 In

2020 a ransomware gang even handed out the decryption key to the university
hospital in Düsseldorf [44], after they realized that they did attack a hospital rather
than an university.
4 https://www.who.int/news/item/07-04-2022-who-records-100th-attack-on-healthcare-in-ukraine, accessed June 10. 2022
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impact on the usability: (I) Automated updates are not possible without further effort. (II) The manufacturers cannot perform remote
debugging and maintenance. (III) Medical staff and patients shift
from digital to fully analogue processes to exchange data between
devices, services and departments. Furthermore, the root cause
of security problems (outdated devices, devices’ nontransparent
security behaviour) is not tackled. Rather, a curtain is drawn to
cover and shield access to those vulnerabilities. This mitigation
fully ignores internal threats and no participant reported any form
of in-depth defence strategy – so, one exploited vulnerability could
have fatal consequences and could persist undetected due to the
use of network covert channels [60] that also cross typical network
separation and isolation boundaries. Internal threats are a known
problem when it comes to the forbidden access of sensitive data by
unauthorized personnel, e.g. in the police.5 This could very well
also be a problem in hospitals where sensitive patient data stored
on IoT devices is accessible to most medical personnel. Patients are
also commonly left alone in treatment rooms with direct access
to the IoT devices. Interestingly, some participants reported that
they make regular exceptions to the isolation strategy and open
the network for single data transfers or patches, undermining the
mitigation strategy. The mitigation strategy of blocking external
communication may work, but as manufacturers increasingly desire to attain more patient data (see 5.1) to improve their services, a
new need for connecting devices to the internet arises. We expect
that more medical devices will be connected to a centralized system
located at manufacturers, as this is currently observed in other
industries [28].

5.4

Implications for Industry and Authorities

Security Transparency. Participants reported many cases where
manufacturers kept their security architecture a secret. This creates
mistrust among the IT staff and we conclude that this is one major
reason IT departments are compelled to isolate devices from the
internet. In terms of security, this strategy Security-by-Obscurity
is not recommended and violates the second Kerckhoff’s principle [33]. We see trends moving towards security and privacy in
hospitals, and therefore advise manufacturers to work specifically
on improving the transparency with regards to data handling and
security. This does not necessarily have to be the publication of
code – a security white paper could be a good start. Previously,
Sametinger et al. [53], found problems with the transparency of
the security processes of medical devices. Morgner et al. [47], proposed that updates for (private) IoT devices should be secured with
transparent labels – a technique that could also help here.
Make use of privacy technologies. While privacy laws differ in
countries outside the EU, manufacturers and their products still
need to be compliant with the GDPR when using patient data. As
manufacturers may be interested in processing data from many
hospitals, concepts like differential privacy [20] could be used in
specific cases to prevent backtracking of patient identities, even if
a data leak occurs. Also, manufacturers should communicate transparently how their products’ features contribute towards GDRP
5 https://www.computerworld.com/article/3124641/cops-run-unauthorized-

searches-on-confidential-databases-for-revenge-stalking.html,
10. 2022

accessed

June
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compliance, as our participants reported that this is most often
required and enforced during the procurement process. Privacy
communication should also be transparent. The IT department and
other stakeholders should easily be able to judge whether and how
specific solutions fulfill the GDPR.
Regulations and government programs have impact. We also noticed that our participants, some of whom have several decades of
industry experience in the medical sector, mentioned that they have
noticed security improving recently. This may come from changes
in the MP act 2020 [17] and the classification of hospitals as critical
infrastructures. The issue of privacy and the way hospitals and
manufacturers deal with it has also improved with the GDPR.
Support the IT departments. The IT staff in hospitals usually
maintains two networks, where the network including medical
devices contains a variety of different devices, each with different
standards. This challenges the largely understaffed IT personnel.
The IT departments of hospitals and smaller medical facilities need
more support. Smaller facilities are currently performing worse
than larger facilities in terms of security based on statements of
our participants.

5.5

Implications for Academia

Our sample may apply mostly to the German healthcare system.
While this shares similarities with other EU country’s systems, it
may differ in some regards. Processes and systems may significantly
differ from those in the US and non-EU countries. In the EU, for
example, GDPR impacts the procurement and use of medical IoT
devices. We strongly recommend extending our research, as the
problems and challenges related to medical IoT devices should be
investigated holistically. Therefore we recommend (I) Replicating
this study with IT healthcare professionals from other countries,
especially outside of the EU. As participants may only explain
things from their point of view, we also strongly recommend to
(II) investigate the perspective of the manufacturers and regulatory
authorities. Additionally, security must also be usable, as otherwise
the best technical security measure may be misused, bypassed or
simply not adopted by users. Users should not be blamed, as the
origin of this problem lies in the provided technology. Therefore,
software should be designed to avoid such problems from the start
and research with the development teams of the manufacturers,
which so far struggle with this task, should be performed [26]. Moreover, we suggest to also (III) investigate the actual users of medical
IoT devices, to derive comprehensive advice for the manufacturers
and IT departments.
5.5.1 In-depths case investigation. Not all strategies and processes
currently in place are bad. Our participants also described cases
in which security was handled well and where it was part of most
processes. Investigating security cultures and processes of wellperforming hospitals in detail may allow abstracting and transferring best practices. This could help improve security practices and
processes of less sophisticated facilities. In addition, those finding
would also support regulation authorities and government institutions when deriving and enforcing good practices, new regulations
and support packages for the healthcare industry.
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5.6

Limitations

There are several limitations within this work. We captured only a
small sample of German IT professionals from the healthcare sector.
Hence, our findings may not cover all factors and trends impacting
security and may differ in other regions. Nevertheless, our participants worked on both domestic and international projects and had
an average industry experience of almost 20 years. Participants may
have also failed to mention important aspects and may be biased
by their past experiences, potentially biasing our results. As this is
a qualitative study, our results should not be generalized and may
not be applicable to the whole population. The healthcare sector
encompasses a wide range of regulatory requirements, measures
and processes. Since most interviews were conducted in German,
the quotes we present are translated. We have taken great care with
the translation, but cannot guarantee that individual contexts fit.

6

CONCLUSION

In this study, we investigated challenges associated with the securing of medical IoT in a hospital context. We interviewed eight
security specialists with significant experience in this context. We
discovered a diverse set of interconnected factors that impact the
security of IoT-devices in hospitals, from technical aspects (i.e. outdated systems) to organizational aspects (i.e. limited resources and
the delegation of responsibility). We also discovered that laws and
regulations improved security of hospitals over the last years and
that the relationship between medical device manufacturers needs
to be improved: lack of trust and transparency is not a basis for
the "collective defence" approach. A clear definition of individual
and joint responsibilities is a first step, but there also needs to be a
commitment to not hide problems from each other, and a process
of evaluating and improving security.
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A

PRE-QUESTIONNAIRE
Q1.1. How old are you?
Q1.2. What is your gender?
• Options: Male, Female, Non-binary / third gender, Prefer not
to say, Prefer to self-describe

Q1.3. What is the highest level of school you have completed or
the highest degree you have received?
• Options: Less than high school / GCSE or equivalent, High
school or equivalent / A level or equivalent, Vocational degree, Bachelor’s degree, Master’s or professional degree, Doctorate degree, Other
Q1.4. Which country do you live in?
Q1.5. What is your current employment status?
• Options: Employed full-time, Employed part-time, Other,
Prefer not to answer
Q1.6. What is your current job title?
Q1.7. How many years have you worked with or in the healthcare industry?
Q1.8. Have you been trained in IT security as part of your degree
program, apprenticeship or further training?
• Options: No, Unsure, Yes, Prefer not to answer
Q1.9. Do you have any questions or comments you would like
to make?

B

INTERVIEW GUIDE
Procurement.
(1) I would now like to talk to you about a specific case. I’m
interested in learning about how IoT devices are procured,
integrated, and maintained in terms of security.
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(2) Can you tell me about a case where you ordered and integrated something related to IoT in a hospital?
(3) What was the reason for the purchase?
(4) Who was the initiator for the procurement?
(5) What influence did you have in purchasing the device?
(6) Did you have the opportunity to bring in your requirements
(e.g. compatibility requirements or similar)?
(7) What requirements were there for this device or for the
related software?
(8) Were there requirements for the security of the devices?
(9) Where did these come from?
(10) In your opinion, are there any security requirements that
have been ignored or not fully met?
(11) Why is that?)
(12) Why is that?
(13) If you now think back to other orders, was the issue of security dealt with differently there?
Integration and Maintenance.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

How did you go about integrating the new device?
Who was involved?
How did you go about security?
Did you have any problems?
How did you solve them?
Did you have specific security requirements regarding the
integration of the device?
Did these security requirements differ from other IT devices?
Did you get support (e.g. from the manufacturer)?
How exactly did this happen?
What does the integration between different devices from
different manufacturers look like?
Are there any problems or challenges regarding that?
How did this work with other devices? Was it done differently there?
Who is responsible for maintenance / patches / updates?
What is the procedure here?
What role does the manufacturer play?
How often do you get updates & patches?
Were there ever security warnings or recommendations from
the manufacturer?
Do you give feedback to the manufacturers regarding security issues?
Do you feel sufficiently supported by the manufacturers?
Have you ever had a security incident?
How did you deal with it?
If anything was possible, what would you like to see from
the manufacturers in terms of security?

Usage.
(1) Who is using the device?
(2) What does the user interaction with the device roughly look
like?
(3) What exactly does security look like for the end user?
(4) How is it ensured that no unauthorized person can gain
access to the devices?
(5) Have there ever been any problems?

Caring About IoT-Security – An Interview Study
in the Healthcare Sector

(6) How well do end users handle the security components of
the devices?
(7) Who do users turn to when they have problems?
(8) How do you secure the administrative access to IoT devices?
(9) What does that look like with other devices?
(10) Do all employees follow the security rules?
(11) Is security sometimes bypassed?
(12) Why do you think this happens?
(13) Does the management or those responsible for security know
about it?
(14) Is there a training process in place that addresses the security
components of the IOT product?
Attitudes.
(1) How do you think usability and security are related?
(2) Are they related at all?
(3) Imagine a major security vulnerability is found in an IoT
device, how likely do you think this case is? / ... that the case
will happen again?
(4) What could have led to this?
(5) Who would you hold accountable for this?
(6) How would this problem be dealt with? / What would the
resolution process look like?
(7) In your opinion, is enough being done for security in relation
to IoT?
(8) Why? Why not?
(9) Where does it fail?
(10) What should be improved?
(11) Are you getting enough resources for that?
(12) How do your coworkers see it?
(13) Do you talk enough about security as a team?
(14) Who do you think is responsible for security?
(15) How do you see your role in terms of security?
(16) If you look again at the measures for security in the IoT area
and the resources you get for them: How important do you
think security is to management?
(17) In conclusion to your interview, what would you like to
share with management about security?
(18) Is there anything you would like to see on the topic of security?
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CODE BOOK
Table 2: Code book

Code

Description

Procurement

Statements that relate to the procurement process and are or could be related to
security. These include influences on procurement, requirements, responsibility,
etc.
Statements that relate to the integration and maintenance process and are or could
be related to security. These include influences on integration and maintenance,
requirements, responsibilities, issues, vendor support, etc.
Statements that relate to the use of IoT devices and are or could be related to security.
These include influences on the use, requirements, responsibility, problems, etc.

Integration
& maintenance
Usage

Technical Challenges
& Mitigations
Organizational Security
Challenges & Mitigations
Organizational
Processes
& Routines
Security Knowledge
& Attitudes
Organizational
Relationships
Responsibility

Resources

Requirements
Manufacturer &
Security
Law, Regulations &
Contracts
Usability
External Influences

Security Recommendations & Wishes

Security Incidents

Example Quote

So in the context of procurement processes, before the
procurement takes place, we had always tried to address this
issue of security, whereas this is actually a difficult issue. (P7)
Yes, most solution processes are updates, firmware updates,
software updates. That’s actually where most of the problems
can be solved. Rarely do you have to get to the hardware. (P4)
It just happens out of the necessity of routine and necessary
action because the primary focus is on the safety of the patient
and you don’t associate that might be at risk from unsafe use
of technical devices. (P8)
Statements that relate to technical components of software or hardware and could So medical technology, that’s generally - well, it’s all about
have an impact on IT security. Statements regarding compatibility, networks, and patient data, medical data. They are slow. [. . . ] (P1)
data that relate to IT security are also included. No statements are captured that
relate to general technical factors (e.g., "The IoT devices measure accurately.").
–

Statements that describe organizational processes or measures that have or could Unfortunately, this is also the case with these IoT devices, so
have an impact on security, but do not relate to user interaction with security. These that it is then increasingly left to the actual nursing staff, or
include business processes, etc.
the departments try to get the know-how in. But this is an open
topic. I think there is still a lot to be organized. (P4)
Statements that describe attitudes or the extent of knowledge of employees or the There is still a lot of ignorance about this topic. (P4)
organization in relation to security. No statements are recorded about employee
attitudes or knowledge related to other topics (e.g., "Employees receive training on
how to log patient data").
Statements that represent relationships between employees in the organization, Because I think the two worlds communicate relatively little
between organizations, or with external entities (not manufacturers or law) that with each other. Everyone sees only his own area. (P3)
have or could have an impact on security. Example: reputation. Statements that
relate to communication between employees, etc. are also coded.
Statements that represent individuals’ responsibility or lack of responsibility for IT The problem I see here is that current security concepts are
security. No statements are recorded that capture the responsibility of individuals usually broken down to the last and weakest link, in the
on other topics (e.g., "The CEO does not feel responsible for hiring new employees"). example we just had ’The nurse who wants to do her job’. The
responsibility is just the same. (P2)
Evaluative statements that relate to effects of existing or lacking resources in the [. . . ] Resources is actually also such a point. How many people
organization that could directly or indirectly affect security.
are available to look after this entire system landscape. Of
course, it’s also a big point that you have enough resources with
enough time to familiarize yourself with the systems. [. . . ] (P7)
All concrete requirements that are imposed on a medical device. Not only security- No, there are actually no direct requirements. So, of course, it is
and privacy-related. Statements that exclude specific requirements (e.g. "IT does important that the systems in interaction, data integrity, data
not provide any requirements") are also recorded.
security avoidably guarantee. (P3)
All statements on how manufacturers deal with the topic of IT security. This also So from the manufacturers in the area of medical technology,
includes support, communication and feedback to manufacturers. No statements medical products, I would say that there is little to no qualified
about manufacturers are recorded that are not directly or indirectly about IT security support in the environment of information security. [. . . ] (P8)
(e.g., "The manufacturer makes sure that the IoT devices are inexpensive").
All legal and regulatory factors that could have an impact on the IT security of IoT So the primary requirements come from the medical field, or
devices. No statements on other topics are covered (e.g., "Legal conditions to use a also from medical technology, which, for example, concerns the
blood pressure monitor").
certification of medical devices. (P7)
All statements that relate to usability and have or could have an impact on security. Usability often gets in the way. If I have poor usability, I can’t
These include technical usability aspects (e.g., "The usability of IoT devices is poor") necessarily enforce high security.[. . . ] (P3)
and opinions on usability ("If something has high usability, security suffers").
All statements that refer to external influences that have occurred or could occur At the moment, I’m actually interpreting all the activities that
and that affect or could affect security, but are NOT the manufacturer or "Law, are going on there more from the perspective of: How do we not
Regulations and Contracts" (for example: "Interest in patient data is increasing, this get cyber crime coming in from the outside somehow? (P8)
is a threat"). These include primarily risks and opportunities that affect the external
world.
All statements that are clearly expressed as suggestions for improvement or wishes [. . . ] If then I would first say that there is monitoring on
for how something should be changed that would have an impact on security and has Critical Gaps from the manufacturer and they are actively
not yet occurred. "Best practices" belong in the "Mitigations" categories. Keywords: coming at us to close those gaps.[. . . ] (P1)
"You should...", "I wish...", "This is how it should be...", "This is how something could
be prevented..." It is not coded interpretively.
Statements in which specific security incidents are named that have occurred in That’s quite realistic, that happens all the time. You take this
the organization, could be averted, or possible security incidents are described. camera, the few times only noticed that this vulnerability was
Consequences, causes and mitigations are also recorded. Only concrete examples exploited but that there are major vulnerabilities discovered,
are recorded and not interpreted. Important: must be coded with organizational, especially in IoT devices, that is commonplace. It happens all
end-user or technical code categories.
the time. (P4)

